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We consider all possible isomorphisms of cartesian products of Dragilev 
spaces, and thanks to relations between the Dragilev functions of each factor 
try to show that if there exists such an isomorphism, then any factor on the 
left of the isomorphism is nearly isomorphic to the corresponding factor on 
the right. We also try to get a liecessary condition for the isomorphisms of 
the tensor products of infinite type Dragilev spaces by the dual of an infinite 
type Montel power series space.
Keywords : Dragilev space, Montel power series space, rapidly increasing 
function, nearly isomorphic, weakly equivalent, different lacunarity.
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İZOMORFİK SINIFLANDIRMA PROBLEMİ VE LİNEER 
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Bora Arslan
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Dragilev uzaylarının kartezyen çarpımlarının mümkün olan bütün isomor- 
fizmlerini ele aldık ve böyle bir isomorfizmin varlığı halinde çarpanların Drag­
ilev fonksiyonları arşındaki ilişkiler yardımıyla izomorfizmin sol tarafındaki 
çarpanların her birinin sağ tarafta karşılık gelen bir çarpana hemen hemen 
izomorf olduğunu gösterdik. Ayrıca, sonsuz tipteki bir Dragilev uzayı ile 
gene sonsuz tipteki bir Montel kuvvet serisi uzayının tensör çarpımlarının 
izomorfizmi için gerek koşul bulmaya çalıştık.
Anahtar Kelimeler .‘Dragilev uzayı, Montel kuvvet serisi uzayı, hızlı artan 
fonksiyon, hemen hemen izomorf, zayıf eşdeğerlilik, değişik artış hızı.
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Linear topologic invariants (such as approximative and diametral dimensions) 
as a tool of isomorphic classification of non-normed linear topological spaces 
appeared in investigations of Pelczynski [14], Kolmogorof [9], Bessaga, Pel- 
czynski, Rolewicz [15], Mitiagin [11], et al: they were also initiated by Gelfand 
[5].
Linear topological invariants are quite strong. Many of the results (some 
of which can also be proved by Riesz theory or some other methods) were 
proved by linear topological invariants.
V.P. Zahariuta has proved a number of theorems in [20]. But he achieved 
this by using Riesz theory. In [19], M. Yurdakul and V.P. Zahariuta have 
considered the cartesian products of Montel power series spaces and proved 
the already known property that if E q{o) x  Eoo(b), Eo{a) x  Eoo(b) are isomor­
phic, then Eo{a) is near isomorphic to Eo{d) and Eoo{b) is near isomorphic 
to Eoo{b) by using linear topological invariants. This gave us the idea that 
we may do the same thing for L j { a ,0) and Lg{b,oo) spaces.
Most of the results in this work are not new, because they proved in [20]. 
Our aim here is to give new proofs of these results by means of geometric 
invariants instead of Riesz theory. Also, in this work, there are some more 
results which are not covered in [20]. All these will enable us to test and 
understand the scope of using invariants to some extent.
On the other hand Ahonen introduced some properties of Dragilev spaces 
(for their different types) in [1]. By using these properties we tried to consider 
all possibile isomorphisms of cartesian products of different or same types of
1
Preliminaries and Linear Topological 
Invariants
Chapter 2
2.1 Definitions and Some Preliminary 
Results
D efin ition  1  Let X  and Y  be locally convex spaces (Ics’s). A linear operator 
T  ■. X  Y  IS called a near-isomorphism ( as defined in [20]), if the following 
conditions are satisfied:
a)T [X )  is closed in Y  and T  is an open map from X  onto T {X ),
h)a(T) =  dim KerT <  oo,
c)f3(T) =  codim T (X )  =  dim Y /T {X ) <  oo (see [16]).
The Ics’s X  and Y  are said to be nearly isomorphic if there exists a near 
isomorphism T  from X  onto Y .
If the locally convex spaces X  and Y  are isomorphic , we write X  oi Y  
and if they are nearly isomorphic we write X  ^  Y. N =  { 1 ,2 , ...} denotes 
the set of all positive integers .
Let A =  be a matrix of real numbers such that 0 <  a,-,p <
a,,p+i for each p and for each index i in the countable set I  (most of the 
time we shall let / =  N). The Kothe space K {A ),  defined by the matrix A 
, is the locally convex spaces of all sequences x =  (a:,) of scalars such that
It is well known that (see [4]), if /  is an increasing logarithmically convex 
function, then /  is either rapidly increasing or slowly increasing and L/(or, r) 
is isomorphic to a power series space if and only if /  is slowly increasing. 
So we shall assume that /  is rapidly increasing. In this case, there are four 
classes of Dragilev spaces corresponding to r =  oo, 1, 0, — 1. If is a rapidly 
increasing function , then for each A >  0 ,
^  =  1.¿-►oo (f>~^ {t)
L em m a 2 .1  D rag ile v  [^]) Let f  be an increasing, logarithmically convex 
function. Then, for every a >  I,
f{at)
lim ,
f { i )
=  T-/(a)
exists. Moreover, either
a )  T { a )  — oo, o r
b) T{a) <  oo for  1 <  a <  oo and T{a) <  r(6) for a <  b, 
and lim r(a) -- oo.
L em m a 2.2 Let h be a (not necessarily logarithmically convex) slowly in­
creasing, odd function. Then
limr;i(a) =  1.
a—► !
We shall use the relations and between /i, /2, where /1 and /2 
are functions satisfying the conditions of Definition 2 and — 00 <  r <  00. We 
shall say /1 /2, if /f^  /2 is rapidly increasing, and /1 /2, if both f f^  /2
and /2“  ^ /1 are slowly increasing.
T heorem  2 .1  Let / , g be rapidly increasing, logarithmically convex Dragilev 
functions, and f~^g be logarithmically convex and slowly increasing function. 
Let r =  00 or 0. Then
L f(a ,r )  ~  Lg{b,r) if and only i f  f~^ g{b) x  a.
Let r =  I or —1. Then
L f{a ,r)  ~  Lg{b,r) if  and only if  .lim ----—---- =  1.
Therefore we have shown that if we have the isomorphism L/{a, r) ~  Lg{b  ^r), 
then Vp 3q 3(7 >  0 such that
^  and ^  C Q/{^q,
Then with T> =  ln(7,
a.-,p <  C bi,q => /((1 -  i)a.) <  T> +  ^((1 -  J)6,·) <  ^((1 -  ¿r)6 .)
k ,p <C a^,q  ^ ( ( l - i ) 6 , ) < i )  +  / ( ( l _ i ) ; , ) < / ( ( l _ ^ ) « . )
i __^dl~p)(*·) g(bj) ^  ___1_ ^ 2
T h u s l - i < ^ 7 ^ < 1 Since lim i_i =  1, by
P «.·
choosing p large enough, we get
lim ¿ T l i M  =  1,
»-►oo ai
Conversly, let limi_,oo  ^ =  T We will show Vp 3^ 3(7 such that
Assume the contrary. Then there exists p, for any q, there exist subse­
quences (flifc), such that
/ ( ( l - ; K ) > - D  +  9( ( l - b i ' i J ·
P 9
Then
/(( 1  -  J ) « . J  >  9((1 -  J ) 6 .J
p g(^i^) cLik
, 1 ,, 1 ,
= >  1 -  i  >  h m ------— — 77-^ T----- =  Ty-i ^ ( 1 -------).
p ¿-00 f-^ g(b i,)   ^ q^
But this is not possible. Because, lim,_oo "T/-! g(l ~  =  !··
Let a =  (ai) be a positive sequence and 1 <  r < i <  00. Then 
Ma{t,T) :=  |{e : T <  ai <  t)| and ma{t) \— |{i : a,· < i}| where | · | denotes 
the cardinality of the set. If a,· / "  00, then Ma{t,T) =  ma{t) — m a(r). Let 
6 =  (6i) be another positive sequence. If there is a constant A  >  0 such that
Ma{t,T) < M i { A t , ^ )  and Mb{t,T) <  M a (A t ,^ ) ,
then the counting functions Ma^Mh are said to be equivalent and we write 
Ma ~  Mb (see e.g. [12],[13]).
The following técnica! lemma will be used throughout this thesis. It was 
proved in [19]. Since it plays a crucial role in our work, we present its proof 
here.
Lemma 2.3 Let a =  (a¿) and a, =  (a,·) be increasing sequences such that 
üi Z '  oo, a,i y '  oo. Assume 3C  >  1 Btq > 0  : tq <  t <  t ^  Ma{t,T) <  
Mci{Ct, and Mait^r) <  Ma{Ct, ^). Then there is k g Z  such that x
a;.
Proof Since (oi) and (a,) are increasing, the inequalities are equivalent
to:
13^^^ ^  ^a{t) -  mair) <  m¿{Ct) -  má{^) (i)3C  >  IdTo : To <  T <  t
má{t) -  má{T) <  ma{Ct) -  ma{^) (ii)
Putting r  =  To in (¿), we get
,To,
Vi >  To : ma{t) -  ma{Ct) <  ?na(ro) -  ma(—).
G
So, ma{·) — m i{C ·)  is an integer valued function which is bounded above. So 
it attains its maximum k at some t =  t\ >  tq. Thus
ma{ti) -  má{Cti) =  k ...(>1)
and
Vi >  To ma{t) <  ma{Ct) +  k ...(/).
Putting r  =  Ct\ in (u), we gef
Vi >  C ii ma{t) +  k <  ma{Ct) ...(//)
Since the inequalities (/) and (//) are symmetrical in k and —k, we may 
assume /; >  0. (/) can be written as
|{^ ; ai+k < i}| =  nia{t) -  k <  ma(C'i) =  \{j : dj < Ct]\.
Now let n be large enough so that a^^k >  "To and let i =  an+k- Then 
the set on the left hand side has n elements. Thus the set on the right hand
8
side has at least n elements. Since (dj) is increasing, we have a„ < Ct, i.e.
ttn-hA;
C On^ <
(//) means |{i : a,· <  t}| +  <  |{y ; aj <  C i}|. Let n be large enough so
that d n >  Cti and let t — dn- Then left hand side of (//) is n +  ifc. So the set 
on the right hand side has at least n +  k elements. Since (cj) is increasing, 
we get Cn+jt >  Ct  ^ i.e. <  C.
Let A" be a Ics with an absolute basis e =  (e,·) and a =  (o,·) be a positive 
sequence of reals. For 1 <  p <  oo, we denote by B^{a) the weighted l^-ball 
in it with respect to the basis e and by B^{a) the ball Bi(a). If (e^ ) is the 
sequence which is zero at each coordinate except the rth where it is 1, we 
omit e and simply write Bp{a) or B[a). So
Bl(a) =  B;{ai) =  { i  =  (i.) € A- : E  <  1).
2.2 Linear Topological Invariants
We will use the following simplest characteristic function for a pair of 
absolutely convex subsets in X  :
/?(!/,[/) =  sup{dimT - . L f W c V ]
where L  stands for a finite dimensional subspace of X  (i.e. L  € ^ { X )  where 
!F{X )  is the set of all finite dimensional subspaces of X). If V\ C V2 and 
U2 C Ui then ^(Vi,t/i) <  /5(14, t/2)·
Lem m a 2.4 Let the positive sequences a =  (a,·), b =  (bi) be such that — —t
CLi
00 and V =  Bp{b),U =  Bp{a). Then /3{V,U) =  \{i : -  <  1}| .
CLi
Lem m a 2.5 Let U =  5 (a), V  =  5 (6) and c =  (c )^, d =  {di) where 
Ci =  max{a,·, 6,·}, d,· =  min{a,·, 6,·}.
Then 5 (c) c U n V C  5 (c/2) and B{d) =  T{U  U V).
In Chapter 2 we will use basic invariants together with interpolation 
methods, i.e. for a given pair of neighborhoods Up, Uq in the Kothe space 
K {A ), A =  (oip) we consider an intermediate interpolative neighborhood
=  ( l  =  (l.)  € K {A ) : &  |i.|a ;-»a“ <  1 } ,  0 <  Q <  1.
To construct such neighborhoods, the following very simple interpolation 
lemma is applicable (see e.g. [2]);
L em m a 2.6 / / T e T  (/*(«“). l\b°)) n L{l^{a^),l\b^)) then 
T e  L { l\a ^ ) ,  l\b<^)) where 0 <  a  <  I, a j  =  (o°)‘ - “ (a])“ and bj =  
F»r(Aer ||T|U <  m axdinio, ||r||,) .
L em m a 2.7 Consider the balls B{a^), a  ^ =  (a,p), p =  1, 2, 3,4 in a Ics 
X . Then
(0 \{i : <  1}| =  |{i . ^  <  1, . ^  <  1}|
mm{ai2,an} an
< /? [B^ {a )^ n B^ (a^ ), r(5'(ai) U B {^a )^)) .
(u) /? (5^(a2) n B^ (a )^, T{B {^a )^ U B {^a )^))
<  \{i : <  i}| <  <  2, ^  <  2}|.
min{a,-4,aii) a,4 o,i
The proofs of the above lemmas can be found in [19]. Also, detailed 
informations can be found in [23], [24], [25].
R e m ark  If the balls f/p =  R®(a^), p =  1,2,3, V", =  9 =  1,2,3,4
in a Ics X  are such that Vi C f/i, V4 C t/2 C V2 , U3 C V3 then by lemma 1.4 
we have




Let (e,) be the canonical basis in A  =  ^  — i i^p) and Y  =
K {D ), D =  (dip). If T  : Y  ^  A  is an isomorphism, by the continuity 
of T~^, given pi, there are p and c >  0 such that
Up C cT{Vp^ ) ^
Choose now p >  p such that -  <  — , i.e. p >  cp^ .
P cpi
p >  P ^ V ,C U f ^ - U ,C  — Uf (c -T (V „)) =i. \v ,  c  ^T(V,,).
 ^ p cpi Pi P Pi
10
^TT-Ug C -Up, 
q p
and by continuity of T, given q (q >  p), there are q and C  >  0 such that
V ^ C C T - ' { U , ) = ! - ^ V f c U - ' { U , ) .
Uq q
Choose qi >  q such that — <  i.e. qi >  Cq.
qi Cq
q , > q ^ V „ C V f ^  ^T (V „ C U - '(U q )  ^  -T ( V „ )  C -U,.
qi Uq q qi q
Then given q {q > p) we have
Up to now, we get Vpi 3pWq3qi :
U ( V „ )  c  i(/ , c  C ^ T { V „ ) .
q q P Pi
By repeating this we get Vpi 3p 3^1 Vrj 3r Vs 3si... such that
...-T (V s,) C -U , C -Ur C -T {V r,) c  - T { V J  C - u ,  C -C/p C -T {V p,).
Si s r ri qi q P Pi
If we denote the neigborhoods of X  by C/, ’s and the neigborhoods of Y  by 
Vj’s , then given pi G N we can find p , q i , q , q i , r i , r , s , S \  with the chain
Si >  s >  2r >  2ri >  4qi >  4q >  iqi >  8p >  8pi
and positive constants ci, C2, C3, C4, C5 such that
ciUp C T{Vp,), czT{V^,) C U , C  -T {V ,,) , c4Ur C T{Vr,), c,T{Vs,) C Us.
C2
Now consider the following sets
=  Tt/,, W\ =  tT(Vi i )
W2 =  T { V „ )
w ,  =  n i u „  W3 =  T i^ y r ^ T iv , ,) '/ ^ n tT {K ,)
w, = n v ,;)
(2.2)
11
IS, :=  ls {W 2 r)W ^ J{W ,\JW 2 )) ,
/32 ;=  ^ \c{W 2f\W :,) ,V {W ,^ W ,)) ,
m a x {cy c ·/^ , \cir}
where i ,r  G R'*'. Define now
h  :=  { i : C{q
C.V= {f : CipCir < cL —  < i, —  > r}, (2.3)
r _(· · .  2c ‘ *^>1 ’ I 2*c^ '9i ^ i 1-'2 · -  t* · ^  i  I S  i |
dir
=  {г : ^  <  2ci, ^
din, din, ¿c
(here c >  0 is some constant). Since W2 H W3 C ¿1(1^2 H Wz) for some 
constant Cl > 0 and C2r(H i^ U W4 ) C r(M/i U W2) for some constant ¿2 >  0 
we have ¡3, <  ¡Sz· We also have |/i| <  /?i by lemma 1.4(f) and ¡32 <  I/2I by 
lemma 1.4(ff). Thus |/i| <  I/2I.
On the other hand given p € N we can find pi, 71, 9, q,  ^ r, ri, s i, s 
with the chain
s >  si >  2ri >  2r > 4^ 1 >  4  ^ >  4^ 1 >  8pi >  8p
and costants ci, C2, C3, C4, C5 >  0
1
ciK, C T-\Up\ C3 K^ , c  T-\u,)  c  - v ; , ,  C4 K, c  T-\Ur), c,T-\Us) C y.,,
C2
Consider now the sets
Wi =  T({T-'^{Up)y^^iT-\Ur)y/^ U tT-\Ur)),
W2 = T-\u,y
1^ 3 =  t T - \ U , ) ,
W ,= T ( V y / X y ^ i J t V r ,) ,  (2.4)
W2 =
W3 =  t K ,
W4 =
12
where r G Define now
¡3 :=^  i3{W2 f\ W z ,T {W ,y jW 2)),
0 := /3{c{W2 n W s ) J { W ,U W 4)),
rC i. t^q 1
t^q . ( 1/2 1/2·, ’ 4mm{c,·; c,; } t
) . i^r ^ 1 }
r  · 2  ^  ^  W r= {г : c· < dpCir, —  < r, —  > i),
C j l J
diq^ < 1 ,
X J  
2c
m in{¿·/f¿·/,^  iJ .v ,}
=  { i : <  S 4 c ^ . i , , . r f n . | ^ < 2 c T . | ^ > l } .
(here c >  0 is some constant). Since W2 H W3 C ci(ty2 H W )^ for some 
constant ¿1 >  0 and C2r(l^i U W4) C r ( iy i U W2) for some constant C2 >  0 
we have ¡3 <  $ .  We also have |/| <  /3 hy lemma 1.4(i) and ^ <  |/| by lemma 
1.4(n). Then |/| <  |/|.
In the upcoming chapters we will have further estimates on 





Some Cartesian Products of Power Series 
Spaces and Dragilev Spaces
In this chapter, we consider the cartesian product of a Dragilev space 
and a power series space or cartesian product of two Dragilev spaces. We 
show that the method used in [10] can be used in these cases.
In this chapter, we assume that all Dragilev functions are rapidly increas­
ing, and for any two considered Dragilev function, for example /  and / , f  
and f  are slowly increasing.
3 .1  E o { a )  X L / (6 , oo) ~  E q{cl) x  L f ( b , o o )
Let K {C )  =  Eo{a) x Lf{b,oo), K {D ) =  Eo{a) x Lj{b,oo) and suppose 
T  : K {D )  — > K {C )  is an isomorphism where C  =  {cip),D =  {dip). Then
e p“'' if z =  2fc — 1 
g/(p6fc) \ii =  2k
1 dip —
e p“* \i i =  2k — \ 
e/(pM \ i i  =  2k
Given Pi € N, by Remark, we can find a positive integer p >  pi and a 
constant Cl >  0 such that CxUp C T{VpJ.  Let qi >  2p, find qi >  q >  qi{> 2p) 
and constants C2 >  0,C3 >  0 such that czT{Vg- )^ C Ug C ■ ^T{Vg^). Let 
Ti >  2^1, find r >  Ti and a constant C4 >  0 such that C4Ur C T (K ·,). For 
s >  2r, find Si >  5 and a constant C5 >  0 such that csT{Vs^) C Ug.
Now, consider (2.2). \i i = 2k in the set 1\ in (2.3), then c,p =  So
14
the first inequality in the set becomes
J { p h ) J { r b k )  <  ^2f{qbk) ^  ^  <  2f{qbk)
f { p h )  fjrbk) ^  2
f{qbk)
Let qbk =  X, then
f i q h )  ..... f{x )
since /  is rapidly increasing. This shows us that the case i =  2A; is not 
possible. But for e =  2^ — 1 the same inequality gives
( ----------- jflfc S -----Ofcp r q
which is possible for every value of k. So we take i =  2k — I and c,p =
Then from the other two inequalities
Cir
i^q
< t ,  — > T
( -  -  - K  ( -  -  -)«fc
e 9  ^ < i, e 9  ^ > r
( -  -  -)afc <  Ini, ( -  -  -)ak  >  Inr 
q r 9 *5
i:e.
17 1 ».r I|/l| — Ma ( _  1 ) 1 _  1
q r q s ^
But |/i| <  /di by lemma lA{i).
Similarly, the first inequality in /2 cannot hold for i =  2k. Same inequality 
gives
1 1 ^ 1 . 2 2  — I n4c^  —
Pi n  qi
ioT i =  2k — 1. So we take i =  2A: — 1 and dip — e“ ?“*. Then from the last 
two inequalities ;
1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 
Clk - T k^
e 1^ <  e 9i 2ct , e >  —-e 9i
2c
-  —)dk <  ln(2ci) , (— -  —dk) >  In (^ )
9i 9i
flfc <  I_____
91 *1
ln(2ci) ^  In(^)
1 ) OA: >  j j
91 *1
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i.e., I/2I =  Mâ i  j · l^ 2İ >  h  by the lemma 1.4(ii). So,
V il i"! îı Sı /
|A| <  /^ 1 ^  /^ 2 <  1/21· Hence we have 
İn t
M  I <  M - (“ ' i  _  i  ’ i  —  i  / — 1 j _ _ X  ’  j _ _ ı_
q T q s /  \  qi rı qı sı
Therefore we have shown that 3 c >  0 such that M a{t , r) <  Mâ{ct , -).
— 1 . . . . ^
\{ i =  2k — I then c,p =  e p“* and the first inequality in the set I  gives
1 1 2 . . . .
— I—  <  -  which is impossible, because q >  2p, r >  2q. So we take i =  2k 
p r q
and Cip =  Then from the last two inequalities we get
e / W - / ( 9M < r  , e / W - / ( ? M > i  
4= ^  f{sbk) -  f{qbk) <  In T , f{rbk) -  f{qbk) >  In t 
< =  f { s b k ) < \ n T  ,  f { { r  -  l)bk) > \ n t
(since /  is rapidly increasing f{rbk) — f{qbk) >  /((^ ~  l)^fc))· Hence we have
/ ■ '( In r)  / - ‘ (ln<)'
Mb
Let us now consider
r — 1 < |/| < /3.
/ = ( i ; ^ ^ < l ,
— r!
2c
diq\ ’ m in {d j/fd j/f, ld,>,} < 1 }
= {г : 4 .  < 4cV,„<i,v., < 2cr, ^  < 1 ) .
If 2 =  2A: — 1, then the first inequality in the set I  is possible only for finitely 
many values of k. So we take i =  2k and d,p =  . Then from the last
two inequalities we have
J { s ib k )  -  f i q i h )  <  2cr, ~  <  L
’ 2c
f{sibk) -  f(qibk) < ln(2cr), f{ribk) -  f{qih) >
f{{si -  l)bk) < ln(2cr), /(ri6jt) > In(^)
(since /  is rapidly increasing, /((si -  1)6^) <  f{sibk) -  fiq^bk) ). So,
' f - \ ln 2 c T )  / "^ ( ln ^ )\
/? <  |/| <  Ml Si -  1 
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Hence we have
f  *(ln2cr) /  *(ln ^ )'
3 ’ r - 1  J  -  5 , - 1
Let ^ =  T. Then r  =  and
/~^(In(2cr)) _  /~^(ln 2c +  f {sT )
r\
<
5 , - 1  -S, — 1
/ - V ((5 +  l ) r )
5 , - 1
(  ^+  1)7^
5, -  1
<  lU T  ( for Ki >
S\ — I
Let now —— - =  L. Then t =  and
r — 1




/ - ■ ( / ( r - 2)Z.)
“  r,
^  ( ’■ -  •i)L·
ri
^ ^  > 7 ^ ) ·
So, for K  >  max{/t'i,/t'2} we have
M ,(r , L) <  M i(K T, | )
If we change the roles of Ui, V^  ’s in Remark, we similarly obtain the following 
symmetric inequalities : There is c >  0 such that Ma{t,T) <  Ma{ct,^) for 
large values of r  and there is a constant, again we call, K  >  0 such that 
Mj;(T, L) <  Mb{KT, for large values of L. So by lemma 2.3 there are 
integers and ¿2 such that a,+fcj x  a,· and bi k^2 ^  >^·
Therefore by theorem 2.1 we have
If Eo{a) X Lf{b,oo) ~  Eo{a) x Lf(b,oo)
then Eo(a) ~  jBo(d) , T/(6,00) «  T/(6, 00).
N ote We observe that to prove our claim, it is sufficient to show the 
equivalence of the counting functions M. We shall do so in the rest of this 
work.
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.2  E(){a) X Lf{b,oo) ~  E()(d) x  Ljih^oo)
Let K {C )  =  E q{o) X L f{b ,o o ),K (D ) =  E o { a )  x  Lj(b,oo)  and T  
K {D )  — E { C )  be an isomorphism where C  =  (cip),D =  (dip). Then
1 , 1 -
e p“* if i =  2  ^— 1 I e p“* if i =  2A; — 1
~  \ fi.nh..\ T ·  ^ dip =efiph) iU = 2k efiph) \ i i ^ 2k
\i i =  2k then the first inequality in the set I\ becomes 
^f{p^k)^f{i'bk) <  g2/(^6/;) equivalently f{pbk) +  fifbk)  <  ^f{<lbk)
which is not possible. Because, otherwise
f j p h )  fjrbk)
}'{9h) f(qbk)
and if we take limit on both sides
f { p h )  , f{rbk) ^  ^
Iim ;  +  hm <  2.
j\qbk) fy q h )
So we take i =  2k — I and c,p =  e p“*. Then from the other two inequalities 
we get
In r ^ ^ In i . ,  ^  ^ /  In t In r \
i _ l  — 1 “  — l i _ i ’ i _ i l ·
q s q r \ q  s q s /
Similarly, the first inequality in the set /2 is impossible for i =  2k. So we 
take i =  2k —1 and dip =  e“ ?“''. Then from the other two inequalities we get
In ^  ln2ci . /  ln2ci In \
qi Si (fi ri \ qTi ri qi Si /
Since |/i| <  /?i <  /?2 <  \h\ we consequently have
_ h ^ '\  (  In2rt
I 1 1 ) 1  1 I — I 1 1 ? 1
q r q a /  \ q i  n  9 1 sj
Therefore we have shown that 3c >  0 such that




|/| =  |{i : C· <  CipCir, —  < r, —  > t ) \ < ^
%^q i^q
by lemma 1.4(u), \i i =  2k — \ then the first inequality in the set / gives
i  + i< H
p r q
which is not possible. So we take i =  2k and c,p =  Then from the
other two inequalities we have
J i s h )  -  f { q h )  <  T  ^ J { r b k )  -  f(qbk) >  f
f { s b k ) < \ n T  , / ((r  -  l)6fc) >  Ini
/  Hini) <  <  /  H lnr)
r — 1 ~  “  s
and hence
\ s r — 1 /
Note that /((r — l)bk) <  f{rbk) — f{qbk) since /  is rapidly increasing. 
On the other hand if i =  2A; then the firt inequality in the set I  gives
J_ +  1  _  1
Pi ri qi ~ dk
which is possible only for finitely many values of k. So we take i =  2k and 
dip — Then from the other two inequalities we get
Jisih) -  fiqibk) < 2cT > ±.
fisibk) -  fiqibk) <  In 2cr, f{ribk) -  f(qibk) >  In ^
= >  /((si -  l)6*it) <  In 2cr, firibk)  >  In ^
Thus |/| <  Ml
f  Hln2cr) /  ^ In ^ )
-  1 ’ ri
19
Let now T — —— , i.e. r = Then
s
/ “ ^(ln2cr) / ~ ‘ (ln2c + / ( s T ) )
Note that / ( ( s i  — i)bk) < f{sibk) — f{qibk) since /  is rapidly increasing.
<
Si — 1 -si — 1
+ l)T) + 1)T)
Si -  1 / - V ( T ’) 5 1 -1  -  n  ) K )






-  1)L) _  r V ( ( r  -  1)T) f-^f(L) ^ 1
ri / - V ( ^ )  ~ <^2  ^ ’
for K2 >  limi-
/ - ■ / ( ( r - l ) i )
If we take K  >  ma,yi{K\,K2} then both of (*) and (**) will hold. So we 
have
Mt(T,L) <  M i ( K r 'n T ) , j f - 'f { L ) ) .
Now choose rj so large that t j-^j {K)  >  rj. Then
M i{ K r 'f { T ) ,y - 'f { L ) )  <
li  7]
Since , /-■  / ( ^ ) )  =  , i )  we have
If we change the roles of Ui,Vj's above we get the following symmetric 
inequalities;
, g r q S ^
_____L ’ J__ iq\ r\ 71 Si
Ml
7  H lnr) /  ^(lnQ\ <  ^  / /  \\ri2cT) f
•Sl i'l
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By these together with their symmetric inequalities we say 
Ma ~  Ma and Mf, »  My
As a consequence of these we get a,· X a.+^j and bj X f(bj^k^) . Then by 
theorem (2.1) we have
if Eo{a) X Lf{b,oo) ~  Eo{a) x Lj(b,oo) 
then £^o(a) ~  £'o(d) and Lf{b,oo) ^  Lj(b,oo).
3.3 Lf{a,0)  X Eoo{b) L j { d , 0 ) x  Eoo(6)
Let K{C) =  L/(a,0) X Eoo{b),K{D) = L j{d ,0) x Eoo(b) and let T  be an 
isomorphism from K{D) to K{C)  where D =  [dip),C =  (cip). Then
Cip --
e \{ i =  2k — \
if i =  2A:
dip —
; Ap*’»') if j =  2A: — 1
aPbk if i =  2A:
If z =  2  ^ then the first inequality in the set A gives p +  r <  2q which is 
impossible. So we take z =  2A: — 1 and Cip =  Then from the other
two inequalities we get
/(-O fc) -  / ( - « f c )  <  Infq r
*t=  / (-a fc ) .< ln f 
9
fi-O'k) -  f { -a k )  >  Inr q s
¡ { - ^ ( ’■k) >  Inr9 +  1
(  ^+  l)/ "* ( ln r)  <  Ok <qf~^{\nt)
and hence M a(9 / (Inf), (< 7 + l) /  ( ln r))< |/ i| .
On the other hand if z =  2A: then the first inequality in the set /2 gives 
In 4c^
Pj +  n  — 2q\ <  —=—  which is possible only for finitely many k. So we take 
bk . j
i — 2k — 1 and dip =  then from the other two inequalities we get
/(-roT) -  / ( —dfc) < In 2ct , / ( —ajt) -  / ( —oT) > In 
qi Ti qi S\ Zc
/( .  ,^ ■ Qfc) <  ln2cf , / ( —a T ) > ln ;^
<7, +  1 <7i 2c
91/ '( ln ;p )  <  djt <  (^ 'i +  1)/ *(ln2c<) 2c
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and so I/2I <  +  l) / ( ln 2 c i) , 9 i/( ln — ).
Since |/i| < /3i <  02 \h\ have
Ma{qf~'^ (In t) , { q +  1 ) / “  ^(In r)) <  Mâ((<fı +  1)/"^  (In 2ct) , q j~ ^  (In ^ ) ) .  
Let T  =  qf~^{\nt) and L =  {q +  l ) / “ ^(lnr). Then for
K  >  max{(çı +  1) lim , — lim —
r^oo / - 1 / ( T )
we have Ma{T , L) < M ,{ K f - ^ f { T ) , ^ - ^ / { 1 )). 
Choose now q so large that Tj-ij{q) >  K .  Then
■}
M .(T , L) <  M-4 f - ^ f { q T ) , r v ( - ) ) ·
q
f-i fiL·Since M-a{f ^f(qT) , f  V (^ ) =  , J )  we have
M .(T  . L) <  , ^ ) .
If i =  2Â; — 1 then the first inequality in the set I  gives
2/(-afc) > /(-afc) + f{-a,)  
q p r
which is not possible since /(^ajt) >  f{^ak)· So we take i =  2k and Cip =  6^ *’*=. 
Then from the other two inequalities we get
{s -  q)bk< In T , ( r - ç ) 6 j t > l n i
Ini Inr . /  Inr Ini \
< b k < ------  , i.e. |/i| =  M6
r — q s - q s — q r — q
On the other hand \ii  =  2k — \ then the first inequality in the set I  gives
/ ( - o T )  +  / ( — oT) -  2 / ( — a'fc) <  ln4c^
P r i  qi
which is possible only for some k <  ko. So we take i =  2k and d,p =
Then from the other two inequalities we get
t
(si -  qi)bk < \n2cT , (ri -  q^ )bk >  In
I n f
r\ -  q\
^ < b k <
In 2cr
Si -  qi
i.e =  M
2c
In 2cT In ^
6 I - ’




In T In i
5 — 9 T —
< M i
In 2cr In 2c
ΰι -  qi ’ Γι -  9i
Also, if we change the roles of f/,, Yj's in Remark we get the following sym­
metric inequalities ;
V i ( -^  , ¡ ^ )  < M t(0 \s-q ’ T-q/ — ° ysi-gi ’ Ti-qi J
These with their symmetric inequalities give
Afa ~  AIj—\ and M\, ~  A/j.
As a result we get a,' x  f{^i+h)  and 6,- x  ¿j+A:2 for sorne A:i, ¿2 € Z  by 
2.3. Then by theorem (2.1) we have
if L j { a ,0) X Eoo{b) ~  T/(d,0) x jEoo(&) 
then L/(a, 0) «  Zi^(a, 0) and Eoo{b) ^  Εοο{ΐ>)·
The following case is included in this chapter since its proof is similar to 
the earlier proofs.
3.4 L f ^ { a , 0) X  ^ / 2( 6 , 00 )  ~  ^ / 3 ( 0 , 0 )  X  1 / 4( 6 , 00 )
Let K {C )  =  T/j (α,Ο) x ¿/2(6,00), K{D )  =  ¿/3(0,0) x ¿/^(6,00) and let Γ  
be an isomorphism from K {D )  to K (C )  where D =  {dip),C =  (cip). Then
j  if z =  2^ — 1 i if z =  2/; — 1
~  [ \{i =  2k ’ ~  j  if i =  2A;
If z =  2  ^ in the set
T r · ^  2 ^  J. \  1
/ 1  — I CipCij. ^  C· , ^  ^  "^J ·
Qg i^q
then the first inequality gives
f2{pbk) +  f2{rbk) <  2f2{qbk). 
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But . z ’ oo since /2 is rapidly increasing. So we take i =  2k — I and
M<}h)
dp — Then from the other two inequalities we get
f \ { - a k ) - f i { - a k ) < t  , /i(-ajt) - /i(-Ojt) >  T
q r q s
< =  /i(-Ofc) <  Ini , f i { — ^ a k )  >  Inr
(9 +  l)/r^ 0 n r) <  Ofc < 9 /r ’(lni)
/ ·  /  7 \
and hence Maiqfi \ l n t ) , { q + l ) f i  Hlnr)) <  |/i|.
On the other hand, if i =  2k in the set
h  =  { i :  dip,dir, <  ^  <  2ci, ^  >  f }
then the first inequality gives
f 4İP ıh)  , f 4{ribk) ^  ln4c^
^  +
f 4{q\bk) f i iq ih )  ' f 4{qibk)
+ 2 (<  ln4c^  +  2 = ; E)
r / U \
which is not possible for every k since lim -------=  00. So we take i =  2k— 1
f 4{qibk)
and dip =  and get from the other two inequalities that
/s(—aT) -  f s i —ak) <  In 2ct , f s i —dk) ~  f s i —dk) >  In ^
9i ri qi si 2c
fsi - : afc) < In2ci , f3{—dk)>\n^
91/3”  ^(In <  dk <  (<7i +  l)/3 '^ ln 2ci)
¿c
and hence I/2I <  Mâ{{q\ + 'l)/3  (ln2ci) , gi/3 *(ln — )).
Since |/i| <  Şı <  Ş2 ^  \h\ by Remark we have
( ? +  l ) / r '( ln ’·)) < M M q, +  l) / 3- '( ln 2c i ) , , , /3- ' ( l n ^ ) )
Consider now the set
7 = { ^ :c ^ ,< c . ,c .v ,  ^ < r ,  ^ > i } .
i^q i^q
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If i — 2k — I then the first inequality in the set / gives
2 /i(-a fc ) < f i ( -ak)  +  fi { -ak)  (<  2 /i(-a fc ))
q p r p
which is not possible since p <  q and /  is rapidly incresaing. So we take 
i =  2k and c,p =  Then from the other two inequalities we get
f 2{sbk) -  f 2İqh)  <  I n  r  ,  f 2(rbk) -  f 2{qbk) >  I n  t
< =  f 2(sbk)<\nT  , /2((r -  l)6jfc) >  Ini
/2~Hlni) <  <  /2~^pn^)
r — 1 ~  ~  s
and hence
V s r — 1 I
On the other hand for the set
I  ^ { i :  4 ,  <  4c^di^,dir„ 5 ^  <  2cr, 
if i — 2k, then the first inequality in the set gives
2 ^ , .2 ^ .  ^ < 2 c r ,
d iq i  ZC
/ 3( ^ 0 :^) , h {^ â k )
+
hijrdk) ' fsijrâk)
<  ln4c^  +  2.
<^71 91
But lim -  00 So we take i =  2k and dip =  Then from the
other two inequalities we get
/ 4(51 i»fc) -  f i^qibk) < ln2cr , f4(ribk) -  f4(q\bk) ^ —
/4((5i -  l)bk <  \n2cT , f4{ribk) >  In ^
/ 4~^(ln2cr)
n  ~  “  Si -  1
and hence |/| <  Mi
' /4 ^{\n2cT) /4 ^(In
. ^ 1 - 1  ’ n  .
Since \I\ <  jd <  ^ <  |/| we consequently have
74~'(ln2cT) n ' ( \ n i ) '
r - 1  / -  ‘ "V « , - 1  ’ r,  ,
M,  <  Mi
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Also, if we change the roles of /7,·, V^ ’s in Remark we get the following sym­
metric inequalities ;
Maiqfs^lnt) , (9 + l ) /3“^(lnr)) < Ma{{qi + l)/i"’ (ln2ct) , gi/i"^(ln^)),
Ml
7 ,-^ (ln r) ^  , ,  f f 2 \ ^n2 c T)  /2-^(ln^)'
<  Mi
r\“ V s ’ r — l y  — 1
These with their symmetric inequalities we get
Ma ^  M j- i 3^(5) and Mi ft!
As a result we get a,· x  / f  ^ /3(a,q.fcj) and bi x  /2^ fAibj+h) some ¿1,^2 € Z 
by 2.3. Then by theorem (2.1) we have
if T / , ( a , 0) X Lf^{b,oo) ~  T/3( d , 0) x T / , ( 6,oo) 
then T/j(a,0) ft! ¿/3(0,0) and ¿/^(i, 00) ft ¿/^(6, 00).
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Chapter 4
Cartesian Products of Various Types of 
Dragilev Spaces
In this chapter we shall consider all possible cases of the isomorphisms of 
cartesian products Lj{a,r) x Lg{!3 ,s). We begin with a definition, which 
was given in [1].
Definition A Kothe space K{A) A = (a,p) is said to have the property
where
Stif), if 3pWM M > l\/q 3r (!) holds,
if VM M  > 1 3p^q3r (!)· holds.
s u f ) , if 3p Wq 3r 3 M M > 1 (!) holds.
STif). if 3p V? 3r VM M > 1 (!)* holds.
Qtif), if Vp3?V r3 M M  > 1 (!!) holds.
Q^U), if Vp 3? 3 M M > 1 Vr (!!)* holds.
Qt(f), if VM M > 1 Vp 3  ^Vr (!!) holds.
Q:(f). if VM M > 1 Vp3(7 Vr (!!)* holds.
(!): M f -M o g (^ )< /-M o g (^ ) for every i G N,
(!)■: r ‘ log( < M /-M o g (^ ) for every i G N,
(!!): /- 'lo g ( < M /-M o g (^ ) for every i G N,
!!)·: M f - for every i G N.
Note Subspaces of L/(o,oo), L /(a,l), Lj{a,-l)  respectively
have StU)^ StU)^ S2{f), and quotients of Lj{a,oo), Lf{a,l),
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Lj{a,Qi), L /(a ,- 1) respectively have QtU)> Qtif)^ QaU)  ^ (/)· Since 
we consider Lf{a,r) spaces in cartesian products, they are both subspaces 
and quotients (see [1]).
Lemma 4 .1  Following implications are always valid ;
s f i f )  =*· Stif), S ;{f)  ^  5 ,-( /)  and Q;(f)  £?,-(/), Qt(f) ^  Qtif).
One of the linear topological invariants that we will consider in this 
chapter is the property This property was considered by Vogt [18] and 
Tidten [17] and called DN^ by them (see also [6], [22],). Let ip be continuous, 
increasing function. A Frechet space (V, | · ||) is said to have property T>^  if
3p Vg 3 r 3 C > 0 : ||x||, < (^ (s)||x||p + y  ||a;||r Vs > 0, Va: G X.
Proposition 4 .1  Let X  = K(ai p^) be a Schwarz Käthe space. Then the 
following are equivalent.
(0 X has property
{ii) 3p\/q3r 3 C > 0 : <ip{-LL).
i^,p
Given a function (p as in the definition of property and u > 0 , we define
u.
$(u) = inf(( (^s) + - )
s> 0  s
Proposition 4 .2  Let p < q < r,C > 0 , K > 0 and 2a,, < a,,,+i for some i. 
Then





<  $ ( C ^ )  ip{2 C ^ ) .
i^,p X^,p




where T denotes the absolutely convex hull, and $(u) = inf((/?(5) + ( -))  as5>0 s
defined before. Then V' C V C ЗK^
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The proofs of above propositions can be found in [8].
Note For the spaces Lj(a, oo), L/(a, 1) if we take
iff =  ex p /^ /"M o g , 
and for the spaces L/(o;, 0), T/(o;, —1)
iff =  exp /M /~ ‘ log,
we see that with the same quantifiers as in the definitions of ( /) ,..., ^^(/), 
the inequality ^  holds.
Now, we are going to start to analyse the cases of isomorphisms mentioned 
above. We shall use a similar method as in Chapter 1, but in this chapter 
we shall consider following neighborhoods
Wi =  t Us,
W2 =  £/„
W3 =  F( U  i - ^ U ,  n kUr)) n tUr
k>o ‘f f W
1
W^i =  r T ( K j ,
W2 = ^ T { V J ,
=  r( U  ) n T ( K , ))) n tT {K ,)
m  =  T{v^r)
instead of (1.2), and
-T-'(C/p) n kT~^{Ur)) u iT -\ U r )) ,
(4 .1)
= r ( r ( U ;
W2 =
W3 = rT-'(U.)





of (1.4 ). Then we
-V ,,nkV r,)U tV r,), (4 .2)
We shall consider all possible relations of the considered Dragilev func­
tions. But we will eliminate many of them by using the following facts (see 
[20]) ;
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D efin ition  We say that a pair of Ics’s (X , y"") satisfies the condition 
% { { X,  3 )^ G 7^ ) if every linear continuous operator T  from X  to Y  is compact.
Proposition 4.4 Let X  =  x X2, Y  =  Yi x Y2 be Ics’s, and
{X\,Y2) G 7?·, {Yi ,X2)  G 7?.. Then X  ^  Y  if and only if X\ ~  Yi and
X 2 «  Y2 .
Theorem 4.1 Let / 1 , / 2  and (f> = ff^  0 / 2  be rapidly increasing. Then
( I / i ( a , r ) , Lf^{b,s))  G n  
i f O < r <  00, 0 <  s <  00 and
{^/2 (^1 ^ ) ) ^ 7?.
if —00 <  r <  0 , —00 <  s <  00 independently of the choice of the sequences 
a =  (ofc), h = {bk).
4 . 1  ¿ / . ( a ,  0 0 ) X Lf^(b, 0 0 ) ~  0 0 ) X Lf^(b, 0 0 )
We show all possible relations between /1 ,/2 ,/3 5 /4  in the following table ;
/1 ^  /2 ; /3 ^  /4
A1,A3
/1 /2 X /3 X /4
(* )
/1 X /2 ~  /3 X /4
B2,B3
/3 X /1 X /2 X /4
B3
/3 /1 X /2 X /4
B2
/3 X /1 /2 ~  /4 fl f2 ~  f4
D2,D4
/3 X /4 X /1 X /2
(* )
/3 X /4 ~  /1 X /2
B1,B4
/1 X /3 X /4 X /2
B4
/1 ~  /3 X /4 X /2
B1
/1 X /3 X /4 «  /2 /1 ~  /3 ^  /4 ~  /2
B1,B3
/1 X /3 X /2 X /4
B3
/1 ~  /3 X /2 X /4
(♦)
/1 X /3 ~  /2 X /4
B2,B4
/3 X /1 X /4 X /2
B4
/3 ~  /1 X /4 X /2
(* )
/3 X /1 ~  /4 X /2
B2
/3 X /1 X /4 ~  /2
B1
/1 X /3 X /2 ~  /4
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fl ^ /2 i /4 ^ /3
A l ,A3
/1 ^ /2 -< /4 /3
A l
fl ^ fs ^ fi ^ fs
C1,C4
fi ^ fl ^ fs ^ fs
(*)
fi ^ fl ^ fs ^ fs
(♦)
/4 ^ /1 ^ /2 ~  /3 f4 «  fl -< Í2 ~  fs
D2,D4
fi fs ^ fl ^ fs
D4
fi ^ fs ^ fl ^ fs
B1,B4
fl -< fi ^ h < /2
(*)
/1 «  /4 ^ /3 /2
(*)
/1 /4 /3 ~  /2 fl ^ fi ^ fs ^ fs
D1,D4
f i ^ f i < h <  /2
(*)
fi ^ fl ^ fs ^ fs
D4
fi ^ fl ~ fs ^ fs
n
fi ^ fl ^ fs ^ fs
A l ,A4
/1 ^ /4 ^ /2 ^ /3
A l
/1 ^ /4 ~  /2 /3
(*)
fl ^ fi ^ fs ~ fs
(*)
fl ^ fi ^ fs ^ fs
/1 ^ /2 ; /3 ~  /4
A1,A3
/1 /2 ^ /3 ~  fi
(*)
/1 /2 !=^ /3 ~  fi
D2,D4
fs ^ fi ^ fl fs
(*)
/3 ~  /4 ~ /1 /2
B1,B4
fl ^ fs ~ fi ^ /2
/ 2 ^ / 1 ;  /3 ^ /4
A1,A3
fs ^ fl ^ fs ^ fi
A3
fs ^ fl ^ fs ^ fi
B2,B4
fs ^ fs ^ fl ^ fi
Г )
fs ^ fs ^ fl ^ fi
fs ^ fs ^ fl ^ fi fs ~  f2  ■*< fl ~  Í4
D2,D4
fs ^ fi ^ fs ^ fl
D2
fs ^ fi ^ fs ^ fl
C2,C4
fs ^ fs ^ fi ^ fl
(*)
fs ~ fs ^ fi ^ fl
Π
fs ^ fs ^ fi ^ fl /2 ~  /3 /4 ~ /1
D2,D3
fs ^ fs ^ fi ^ fl
(*)
fs ^ fs ^ fi ^ fl
D2
/3 -< /2 ~ /4 -< /1
(*)
/3 /2 /4 ~ /1
A2,A3
fs ^ fs fl ^ fi
A3
fs ^ fs ^ fl ^ fi
Π
/2 ^ /3 ^ /1 ~  /4
(*)
fs ~ fs ^ fl -< fi
/2 ^ /1 ; /4 /3
A1,A3
fs ^ fl ^ fi ^ fs
(*)
fs ^ fl ~ fi ^ fs
C1,C4
fi ^ fs ^ fl ^ fs
C l
fi ~ fs fl fs
C4
fi ^ fs ^ fl ^ fs Í4 ~  Í2 ^ fl ^  fa
D2,D4
fs ^ fi fs ^ fl
D2
fs ^ fi ^ fs ^ fl
C2,C3
fs fi ^ fs fl
C2
fs ^ fi ^ fs ^ fl
C3
fs ^ fi ^ fl ^ fs fs ~ fi ^ fs ^ fl
C2,C4
fi ^ fs < fs ■< fl
C2
fi ^ fs fs ^ fl
n
fi ^ fs ~ fs ^ fl
C4
fi fs ^ fs ^ fl
C1,C3
fs ^ fi ^ fl fs
(♦)
fs ~< fi ^ fl ^ fs
C3
/2 /4 /1 ~  /3
C l
fs ^ fi fl ^ /3
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/2 ^  /i ; /3 ~  /4
A 1 ,A 3
/2 -< /1 /3 ~  /4
C2 ,C3
/2 ^ /3 ~  /4 ^ /1
(*)
/2 /1 ~  /3 ~  /4
D2 ,D4
/3 ~  /4 -< /2 ^ / 1
(*)
/3 ~  /4 ~  /2 /1
A /2 ; /3 /4
A 1 ,A 3
/1 ~  /2 /3 /4
n
/1 ~  /2 /3 /4
B2 ,B3
h  ■< fi ^  f2 < /4
D 2 ,D4
/3 ^ /4 ^  /1 ~  /2
(*)
/3 /4 ~  /1 ~  /2
/1 «  /2 ;  /4 /3
A 1 ,A 3
/1 ~  /2 ^ /4 ^ /3
(*)
/1 ~  /2 ~  /4 /3
(*)
/4 /1 ~  /2 ^ /3
D 2 ,D 4
/4 ^ /3 /1 ~  /2
(*)
U <  f\ ^  /2
h  ; / 3 ^  /4
A 1 ,A 3
/1 «  /2 /3 «  /4 fi «  f2 «  fa «  fi
D2 ,D4
/3 ~  /4 ^ /1 ~  /2
This table is valid for the next three isomorphism.
We eliminate many of the posibilities above. The remaining uneliminated 
cases are written in bold face. Those are the cases which will be discussed. 
We use some notations to show how we eliminated them. We wrote, for 
instance A 1 ,A 3 , over some cases. Because by theorem 3 .1, the assumption 
of above isomorphism fails whenever one of
holds.
Also we wrote (*), for instance, over /1 -< /2 ~  /3 ^ /4· Because, 
for this case if we have the isomorphism T  : Lf^{a,oo) x Lf^(b,oo) —> 
¿/ 3 (0 , 0 0 ) X Lf,{b,oo), then S =  Lj,{a,oo)  x Lf,{b,co) is also
an isomorphism onto a closed subspace. On the other hand, for the projec­
tions P3 : ¿/3(5,00) X ¿/^(6,00) ¿/3(5,00) and P4 : ¿ /j(5 , 00) x ¿/^(6,00),
P3 o S  and P4 o S  are compact since /1 -< /2 ~  /3· So P3 o 5  -f ¿4 o ^ 
should be compact. Then {P3 +  P4) o S  is compact. But this means that S  
is compact since P3 -f P4 is identity. This contradics the assumption T  is an 
isomorphism.
A : /1 ^ /4 ; /2 /3 1 : /1 ^ /3
B ·■ f\ ■< Ja ] fz ^  /2 2 :holds and one of /3 -< /1
C : /4 ^ /1 ; /2 -< /3 3 : /2 /4
D : /4 ^ /1 ; /3 /2 4 : /4 -< /2
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Proposition 4 .5  Let fx -< /2. Then 
(i) L/, (a,oo) does not have Si{f2), 
(a) L/2(0,, 00) does not have Qtifi)·
Proof
(i) Assume that Lf^{a,oo) has <S'i’ (/2)· Then 3pWM M > IWqBr such that 
M  /2-' log(e/i(9«A=) - 7 i(№ )) < log(e/i('’" 0  “
M  /2"  ^ f i { { q -  l)a-t) <  /2"  ^ fiirak)
/ 2"  ^ /i(rufc)
^  ^  /2 V i((? -  I K )
But since /1 -< /2, i-e. /i~^  /2 is rapidly increasing the right hand side tends 
to 1. This contradicts the assumption that M > 1. Thus Lf^{a,oo) does not 
have 5'i'*'(/2).
(ii) Similarly as in proof of (i), if we assume the contrary of (ii), we obtain 
Vp 3q Vr 3 M M > 1 such that
/r^ / 2 ( 7  - 1 )0 *=)
/ 1  / 2 ( K )
< M.
But this is not possible, because the left hand side tends to infinity.
For K{C) =  T/j(a,oo) X Lj {^b,oo)  ^ =  ¿/3(0,0 0 ) x Lf^(b,oo),
e/i(p“A=) \{i = 2 k - I  _  i eA(P“*=) if i =  2A: -  1
i^p ~   ^  ^ .. . „ . ■, dip =eMpbk) if i =  2 k eMpbk) \{i = 2k
4.1.1 / 4  «  / 1  / 2  ~  / 3
In this case /4"’ /i , /f*  /4, /3"  ^ /2, /2”7 a are all logarithmically convex and 
slowly increasing, and /f^  /2, /3, /4”  ^ /2, /4” ’ /3 are rapidly increasing.
Then
L/, (a, 00) part does not have Sx(f2), 5'j‘*’ (/3),
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Lf^{b,oo) part does not have Q'lifi), Qt{f4),
Lf^{d,oo) part does not have Q'l{fi), QtifA),
Lf^{b,oo) part does not have 5'i*'(/2), 5'i''’ (/3).
Assume K{D) =  Lf {^d, oo)xLf^(b, oo) and K{C) — Lj^  (a, oo) xLj (^b^  oo) 
areisomorphic where C = {cip),D =  (dip),
^ j  eA(pat) if i' = -  1 _  j  if i = 2A: -  1
“  I if i = 2  ^ ’ \ if e = 2ib
Consider /3i = /3{W2nWзJiWгnW2)). Then
A  >  P {B ^ ic is)n riB % c,,p ^ f,{-^ ))n tB ^ (c i,r))  , r{rB%Ci,s)U
h^V
> | { * :
Ci 7^ *
CihP Ci,q
>  |{i: ^  ^ ) h =  IA|.
Qtih)
where ipj^  =  exp log.
If i = 2A; in Ii, then Ci,p =  but L/^{b,oo) does not have
So we take i = 2k — I and Cj,p = Then the last two inequalities give
fi{rak) -  fiiqak) <  Int , fi(sak) -  fi{qak) >  Inr
<i= fi{rak) <  Int , fi{{s -  l)ak) >  Inr
/ r '( ln r )  ^   ^ /  / r ^ ln i)
--------i—  <  Ofc < -----------s — 1 r
and hence
On the other hand for 2^ = /^  (c{W2 0  VF3) , r(VFi U IT4)), 
02 < 0 { c i B % d i , J n T { 3 d i , p , ^ j 0 ^ ) )  n tB^{d,,r,)),
r(r5 ^ K ’j u 5 ^(d,,,-j))
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< 1 0 :
max{^(i, p ^ y  ( 4 ^ ) , jc?, r  }
.. 2c t - 3  hPi  J i V r f . , p ,  t » ■ ' • i J  ^  ^  <  1 } |
<^>91
=  l{i : 9/.( <  6 C ^ ,  <  2d , ^  >  ¿ } |




< 2 c t , ^ > ^ ) \ : = \ h \
¿^,gi
where ^ /, =  exp : / i  ^  / i  * log. Since Lf^{a,oo) does not have Q i { f i )  we 
take i =  in /2. Then from the last two inequalities we see that
, X > i ) )  .
V ^  -  1 /
Therefore we have
' f r \ \ n t )  / rO ln r) '
Ma
since /?! <  02-
s -  1
/4~Qln2ct) /T Q ln ^ )
ri -  1 ’ Si
Consider now the sets 4 .2  and replace /  by /2. Then for 
/? =  /? ( m 2^ rUVs , T(Wt U W2)) ,
/3 > /si B’ (c,,,) n rB '(d ,,), U tB’ (ci,r) U B'(ci,,))
V
> 1 0 ^  — z r r nW.9 m in{|c,-p$/,(J^), ic,>)
1 C,
< i } |




Ci,p 3  c,-,p
1 -- '7 —Ci^ q
> 1 0 :
^».9 + 1 <^i,s ^ ^
S  7 ::
Ci,p Ci,p i^,q i^,q




where 7^/2= exp /2 /2“  ^ log Since T/, (a, 00) does not have S'!·(/2) we take
i =  2 k. Then from the last two inequalities we get
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On the other hand, since ^ =  l3{c{W2 fl W3), r(VFi U ^^4)) <  /3 ' where
0 ' =  /J(c(B'(4 ,„ )  riTB*(ci,,.,)), r ( ( r ( B ' ( i , „ $ , , ( ^ ) ) U
dihPi
and
0 · <  | { . : ^ < 2 c ,
min{(i,,pi<ty2(5i )^, id,>, }
=  | { , : | £ L < 2 c r , ^ < 2 c $ , , ( ^ ) , ^ < ^ } |









J^ hPl di^ q^ di^ q^ 2c
< i / . ( ^ ) . ^ < 2 c r , ^ > l } |<  |{z * ^  \ ^  o_
*x,Pl di,qi




d|,Pi dt,g,-2 «,91 d.«,91 2c^
5,+ (/2)
where <^ /2 = exp /2 j^/2 * log· Since Lf {^b, oc) does not have ¿'{'’ (/z) we take 
i =  2A: — 1. Then by the last two inequalities we see that
P <  |/| <  Ma
/3 ^(ln2cr) /3 
5i - 1  ’ ri
Therefore we have
e-iI /2 ^(Inr) A/Qnt) "j <  /  /3 ^(ln2cr) / 3 ^(ln^)
r — 1 Si -  1 r\
Let now T  = /2 (Inr) . Then
/3  '( ln 2cT) _  /3 ' ( l n 2c +  /2 ( r i ) )  ^  /3 ' / 2 ( r ( s +  1))
s, -  1 s, -  1 ' -  s, -  1
/3 - '/2 (r)/3 '‘ /2(T(s +  l))
-  1 f i ' f 2{T)
<  A f ; ' h ( T )
} ^ 'h ( T ( s  +  \))
°« T™ (3, -  l ) f , - ‘ M T )  
we may find such a constant A
. Note that since /3 /2 is slowly increasing
Similarly for L  = /2 QnQ r — 1
we get
> 4 / 3 '7 2 ( i )
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for B  > lim f
/ 3' V 2((r  -  2 )L )
K  >  max{ A ^ B )
we have
M i ( T , L ) < M i [ K f ; ' S , ( T ) , s ; 'h { L )
K
Choose now M  so large that > K.  Then
M ( r ,  L)  <  - )
and similarly




f r ^ U i l ) ( T , L ) < M 4 M T , - ) .
Similarly as before, from these last four inequalities we obtain 
^  /2  ^  / 1
Then by theorem (2 .1) we have
if T/ ,(a ,o o ) X ^/2(6, 00) ~  ¿/3(0,00) X ¿/,(6,00), and /4 ~  /1 ^  /2 ~  /3 
then ¿/j(o, 00) ~  ¿/^(6, 00) , ¿/2(6,00) ~  ¿/3(5,00).
4.1.2 /1  ~  /2  ~  /3  ~  /4
R em ark  Let / ,  g be two rapidly increasing Dragilev functions such 
that h =  / " *  g and h~  ^ =  g~  ^ f  are both logaritmically convex and slowly 
increasing. Then there are constants or, /? >  0 such that
j ( i )  =  f { x “e^) and f ix)  =
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This case is quite different from the others. We may take in this case all 
the functions the same. We may say
T/j (a, oo) X ¿/2(6,00) ~  Lh.{c, 00) and Lj {^a. 00) x Lf (^b, 00) ~  T^ (c , 00), 
where /2(x) =  / i(x “ e^), / i(x ) =  h =  fi, A =  /3, and
e/i(pat)^  i = 2k - 1  f f = 2ib -  1
C — ( ^ ip )  —
and
f =  2ifc -  1
¿ =  2^
cMp“*) i =  2A: — 1g/3(p5fc)
c -  (c«p) -  { ^/3(p5fc5e^)^ i  = 2ib ~ \ i = 2k
We could take h and h to be /2 and /4 respectively too. Moreover we 
could take h and h to be /1 and /4 or /2 and /3 respectively. Hence we may 
get each of the following;
Ly, (a,co) ¿/3(0,00) and ¿/3(6,00) «  ¿/^(6,00),
¿/, (a, 00) fa ¿/4(6,00) and ¿/2(6, 00) ~  ¿/3 (a, 00).
by the same method as before.
We will see the same case in the rest of this thesis. But the idea here is 
valid there too. So, we will not consider this case any more in the rest.
4.1.3 Other Cases
Under the assumption ¿/j(a,oo) x ¿/3(6,00) ~  ¿/3(0,00) x ¿/4(6,00), for 
the cases
/3 ~  /1 ^ /2 ~  /4, /3 ~  /2 -< /1 ~  /4 and /4 «  /2 /1 «  /3
we respectively obtain
««■ X / 1" '  /3 (a,+fc,) and 6,- x  / 2" ’ /4(6,+*3 ), 
k X / 2"  ^ /3(a.+/,) and o,· X / 1"  ^ /4(6.+i2)> 
f>i X / 2"* /4 (6i+i,) and o,· X /3(a .+ iJ
by using the same method as before, where ki, 2^> h, h, 2^ a.re some 
integers.
So, for the rest, it will be enough to consider only one case for each 
considered isomorphism.
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4 .2  L fX a. O)  X ^ /3(6, 0) ~  L/3(5, 0) x Lf^{h,0)
Proposition 4.6 Let g\ -< g2 - Then 
(i) ¿ 5 , (a,0 ) does not have (^ 4 ( 2^ ))
(a) Lg^{d,0) does not have S4 (gi).
Proof
(i) Assume that (a,0) has ( ^ 4  (5 '2 )· ThenVM, M  >  1, VpB^Vr
M  g2^ g i i ^ d k )  < g 2^  9i{^ak)
M  <
2^ q+l
But since gi -< 2^, right hand side tends to 1. This contradicts the assumption 
M > 1. Thus, Lg {^a,0) does not have Q4 (i'2)·
(u) The proof of (¿¿) is similar to (i).
The table in section 3.1 is valid here too.
The remaining cases after our eliminations are given below. In order to 
deal with these cases we will use
. ifi = 2 fc -l
) dip —Cip
e if j = 2  ^— 1
g-/2(pf>fc) \i i =  2k ,-hCib^) if I ^  2 k
4.2.1 /3  «  /2  -< /1  «  /4
For this case
L /j(a ,0 ) part dos not have S^{f2) ,  S^ifs)· ,  
¿/2(6,0) part dos not have Q4 (/1), <54(/i)) 
¿/3(0,0) part dos not have Q4 (/1), Q4 i f 4), 
¿/4(^,0) part dos not have 5'^(/2), STi f s) ·
For IF3 = r ( U {— JTT^P n kUr) I n tUr,
ik>0 TfA'^)
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= г ( и ( ^ Т ( 1 / „ ) П Щ К , ) ) )  η щ к .) .  where
exp fi M  log,in (4 .1) we have
=
d,hri
С.-.Г+1  ^ ^ i^,q-l
- > rCi^ p Ci.я
Q7ifi)
d%,rı < 2ct, di,sı
T> —
»^.Pl «^ı9ı di,qı -  2c
Q7ih)
Since £/2(6,0), £/з(й,0) do not have <^ 4 (/1) we take i =  2k — l in /1 and 
i — 2k in І 2 - Then we get
A  > | / , l> M ,( , /r '( ln i ) ,  (i + l ) / , - '  (In r)j ,
ßi <  I/2 I <  ( ( 9  +  1 ) / 4"^(ln2 ci) , qi /»"‘ (In ^ ) j  ,
and hence
( ç / r ^ ln i )  , ( ç +  1) /і" ‘ (1пг)) <  Ml ( {^ğı) ¡4 \ln2ct) , qi ■
On the other hand, for
1
T~\U p) n kT ~\U r)  U t T -\ U r
= r ( r ( u  — n f c K j  U tK ,
\ \fc>0 V^/2 /
where Ψΐ2= exp /2 M  /2“  ^ log in (4 .2) we obtain
ß >  |{¿ :
dv . 0 1  _2
Ci^ p





г^,гі + 1 
^ı,çı-2 di,ξι
tdi^ T
df,qi 2с = |/Ί·
srih)
Since Lf^  (α,Ο), £/4(6,0) do not have 54 (/2) we take i = 2k\nl and i = 2¿ —1 
in I  and get
ß > \ I \ >  Мъ ( ç / 2" 4 b r ) , (9 +  1 ) >
β < \ İ \ <  Mâ ( ( 9 1  +  1 ) /з"Чіп2сг), 9 ı /з" (^1п ^ ) j  ,
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and since ¡3 <  $  we have
Mb (q ¡2 ^(Inr) , {q +  l ) f 2  <  Ma ({qi +  1)/3  ’ (ln2cr) , qi /3 '( I n ^ )
2 c
Because of symmetry, we therefore have
Ma «  M j-l  , Mb «  Mj-\
As a result we get a,· x  /f^  / 4(6,·+*;  ^ and bj x  / 2“  ^ for some
ki, ¿2  € Z  by (2.3).
4 .3  L/,(a, 1) X Lf , {b,  1) ~  L f , { a ,  1) x L / , (6 , 1)
P rop osition  4 .7 Let gi -< g2 - Then 
(i) Lg^{b, 1 ) does not have S 4 (g2 ),
(a) LgXb, 1) does not have Qt{gi).
P ro o f
(i) Assume that Lg^{b,l) has S f { g 2)· Then 3pW q3r3M , M  >  1
= >  M  g^  ^ g i{{!  -  l)bk) <  g2  ^ g i{( l -  ^ ) b k )
M < 32 3\((^--^)0k)
Since gi -< ^2 , the right hand side tends to 1 . But this contradicts the 
assumption that M  > 1 . Thus (i) must be true.
After eliminating many of the possible relations between the Drag- 
ilev functions / 1 , / 2 , /3 and / 4 , we only have 5 remaining cases :
4.3.1 /3  «  /1  ^ /2  ~  /4
This case
Ty, (a, 1 ) part dos not have 8 4 ^ 2 )·, 5'^(/i),
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Lhi.^^) part dos not have Q í(/i), Qtih)^ 
¿/з(0 , 1) part dos not have ¿"/(/ι),
LfXb, 1) part dos not have Qt(fi), Qtifs),
and for /1 ( by using =  exp /1 ^  log ) in (4 .1) ,
ßr >  \{i :
C j,g-1
«ί(/ι)
ß2 <  \{i : φ f Λ τ ^ )  <
di,qi+l di,pi
Î —  <  Í, - > r } \
Ci^ p ^i,q Ci,q
i^,ri d< 2 ct, -  
a,.·,,, ~ 2c^ '
\h\.
Qt(fi)
Since Lf (^b, 1), Lf {^b, 1) do not have Qt{fi) we take г = 2Â: — 1 in /1 and 
in І2- Then we get
7r^(ln<) /i"^(lnr)\
ßi >  |/i| >  Ma 
ßi ^  |^ 2İ ^  Mâ
i - i
T- ’ 1 - 7  >
/з-Чіп2ср / з 'Ч іп ^ ) '
1 - S\
/ іЧ іп О  / 7  (ln г)
and hence Ma 
Since ßi < β2·
1 - ΑГ
1 > 1 İ l —
7з‘ Чіп2сО /з-Ч Ь^)^
1 - - Ч  ’ 1 - -гі-1 «1
On the other hand, by using <p/2 =  exp /2 /2 ' log ia (4-2) ,





0 < \ { i  · ^  <  ψ η ( τ ^ ) ,  ^  <  2 ^ ^ ^ .  “- P -  >  : i : } l  -  Ι ί | ·
di^ r
*J,PI di,qi- 2  di^ q^ di,qi 2c
Since T/,(a, 1), ¿/з(а, 1) do not have 5' / ( / 2) we take г = 2k in I and in /. 
Then we get
ß > \ I \ >  Mb
7 2  pin 7  /2 QinQ'
. 1 - 7  ’ 1 - 7Ч .
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and hence M, i £<1^) '
1 _  i  ’ 1 -  - ly / -  '  I 1 -  - 1-  ’ 1 _  ±
s r —1 / \ 5 1 —1 ri
By symmetry, we therefore obtain
Ma «  M j-i Mb l 2 Mb)·
As a result we get a,· x  /j * /3 (0 ,·+*;,) and bj x  /2   ^ / 4(6j+jt2 ) for some 
A;i, ^2 e 2  by (2.3).
4 .4  L/,(a,  - 1 )  X Lf^{b,  - 1 )  ~  ^/3(0, - 1 )  x Lf^(b,  - 1 )
P ro p o sition  4.8 Let / 1  X / 2 . Then (i) L/j(a, —1 ) does not have (/2); 
— 1 ) does not have ST(fi) ·
P ro o f If we assume the contrary of {i), we get
/T^ / l((l +
M  <
/ 2   ^ / l ( ( l  + nr)®':)9 + 1 ·
Since / 1  X /2  right hand side tends to 1 . But this contradicts the assumption 
that M  >  1. Thus, (i) must be true. The proof of (it) is similar.
The remaining cases after elimination are same as before, that is;
4.4.1 /1  ~  /3  ^ /2  ~  /4
For this case
L/j(a, - 1) part dos not have (^2 (/2), <?2 (/4), 
Lf^ib,-!) part dos not have S^ifi), S^ifs), 
Lf^{a,  - 1) part dos not have (^2 (/2)» <?2 (/4)’ 
L/^(6, — 1) part dos not have 5'^ (/ i), S^i fs) ·
By using /2  (for =  exp /2  M  / 2"* log) in (4.1)
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A  >  |{* : ^/3 ( ^ )  <  ^ ,  ^  <  ^  >  r}| :=  \h\,




0 2  <  |{! : ‘‘ ‘ ' ',  . , <  2d , ^  >  ^ ) |  :
Z^,P1
=  \ h \ .
Q2 (h)
Since Lf^{a, —1 ), Lf^{a, —1 ) do not have Q2 (/2) we take i =  2 k in / 1 , /2 . 
Then we see that
72'^(Int) /2” ^(lnr)
>  |/i| >  Mi
1 + 7 ’ 1 +  ’^  9+1
02 ^  \I2 \ i  ^  6
7 ,- '( ln 2 d ) / , - '( ln i )
1 +  ’ 1 +  ^  91+1 qi
/2  ^(Ini)
and hence Mb
1 +  7 ’ 1 +  7TT
1— \ <  M  b
f : \ \ n 2 ct)
1 +  ^  ’ 1 +  -i-91+1 91
since <  ^2-
On the other hand for <fj^= exp / 1  M  / f  * log in (4.2) we get
/5 >  |{i :
Q‘,g+1 ^  \ h^s ^  _ Q’,r
ahP t^,q
? ^ < 2 c r ,
52"(/i)
, d t,ri 4-1 \ di.
*t,Pl d i i9 i - 2  d,-,^i
d».ri ^  T.'ii . 
d.-.,i -  2 c l' ·=  |/|-
52" (/1)
Since Lf^{b, —1), Lj^(h, —1) do not have S 2 (/1 ) we take i =  2A: — 1 in /, /. 
Then we get
V r ^ in r )  /r^(ln i)
>  |/| >  M ,
1 +  7 ’ l +  7 i r / ’
^ <  |/| <  Mi
7 3 ^ (ln 2 c r) /3 ^ I n ^ )
1 +  Ti_ > 1-1- J.919*1+1
and hence 
since ^
^  17 i  ^(>nr) A j M ' l  <  m J ^(ln2 cr) / 3  * ( l n ^
1 +  7 ’ 1 +  7TT
1 +  _ J_  ’ 1 4. j-
^  91+1 ^  91
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Again by symmetry we therefore obtain
Ma «  My-1 , Mfc «  Mj-1
As a result we get a,· x  /f^  /sia.+fci) and bj x  /2"  ^ for some
ki k2 E Z by (2 .3).
4 .5  L f ,  (a , 0 0 ) X (6 ,0 )  ~  L f ,  (a , 0 0 ) x  Lg^ (6 ,0 )
The table of considered possibilities in this case has some differences.
fi ^  /2 ■ 9 i ^ 92
B 1 ,B3
/1 /2  X 5^ 1 ^ 92
Si(gi)
/1 X /2  ~ 5-1 ^ 5^ 2
A 1 ,A 3
S'! /1 ^ /2  ^ 5^2
A 1
9 i ~  fi ^ / 2 ^  92
A 1 ,A 3
S'! ^ /1 X /2  ^  92
A 1
9\ ~  h ■< ¡ 2 ^  92
C1 ,C3
S'! ^ i^ 2 X /1 ^ /2
Si(gi)
9 i < 9 2  ~  f\<  /2
A 1 ,A 3
fi 9i ^ 92 ^  /2
A 1 ,A3
fi ~ 9\ ^ 92 ^  /2
A 1 ,A 3
/1 ^ 5^1 <72 ~  /2
A 1 ,A 3
9 i < fi < 92 <  /2
A 1 ,A 3
9i ^  fi -<92 ^  /2
Si(gi)
9i ^ 92 ■< /1
A 1 ,A 3
/1 ^ 5^ 1 X /2  ^ 92
QJ-(fi)
fi < 9i ~  /2 < 92
/1 ^ /2  ; 5'2 ^ 9\
B 1 ,B4
/1 X /2  X 5^ 2 X i'l
B 1 ,B4
fi ^ /2 ~  92 < 9\
D 1 ,D4
fi'2 ^ /1 ^ /2  ^
Si(g2)
92 ~  fl < f 2 < 9\
Si(g2)
9 2 ^ fl ^ ¡ 2 ^  9 l
S4 (gz)
i^ 2 ~  /1 /2 ~  S'!
C 1 ,C4
92 ^ 9 i ^ fi ^  /2
C 1 ,C4
92 < 9\ ^  h < /2
A 1 ,A4
/1 X 5^ 2 X i'l ^ /2
Si(g2)
/ ,  5S J2 ^ /2
Si(g2)
/1 X 5^ 2 X 5'i ~  /2
C 1 ,C4
92 < f\ < 9i < /2
Sj(g2)
9 2 ~  fi ^ 9\ ^  /2
C1 ,C4
9 2 < 9\^  /2
B 1 ,B4
f\ < 92 < /2 ^ 9\
B 1 ,B4
fl < 92 ~  f2<  9i
fl -< ¡2 9 i ~  92
B1
^ /2 X ^  92
Qi(fi)
/1 X /2  «  5^ 1 ~  5-2
Cl
9 i ~  92 ^ fi /2
Qi(fi)
gi ^  g2 ^  fi /2
A 1
f\ < 9\ ~  92 < /2
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B2,B3
/2  ^ /1 ~  ^ 92
B2,B3
/ 2 ^  f i ~  9i ^  92
A2,A3
S'! /2  /1 ^ 92
Si(gi)
9t ^  h  <  f\ <  gi
Sl(gi)
5^1 ^  /2  ^  /1 ~  92
Si(gl)
~  /2  -< /1 «  9 2
C2,C3
9i ^  92 ^  / 2  ■< /1
C2,C3
9\ <  92 ~  ¡2  <  f l
/2 ^ /1  ] 9i ^  92 D2,D3
¡2  <  9\ ^  92 <  h
Si(gi)
/ 2  ^  9i ^  9 2  / 1
8 i(g i)
/ 2  ^  9i ^  9 2  ~  /1
C2,C3
9i ^  / 2  ^  9 2  ^  /1
S K si)
9 \ ^  / 2  < 9 2  <  /1
C2,C3
9i / 2  ~  9 2  ^  /1
B2,B3
/2  1^ ^  /1 ^  92
B2,B3
/2  1^ ~  /2  92
B2,B3
/ 2  ^  f i  9 2  ^  9i
Q i(f2 )
/2  -< /1 ~  5^ 2 -< i?l
D2,D4
9 2  ^  / 2  ^  f i  ^  9i
D2,D4
i?2 ~  /2  ^  /1 ^
D2,D4
9 2  ^  / 2  ^  f i  ^  9\
D2,D4
5^2 «  /2  -< /1 «  5^ 1
C2,C4
92 ^  9\ ^  / 2  ^  f\
8 i (g 2 )
92 ^  9\ ~  f2 ^  f l
/2 ^ /1  ') 9 2  9i D2,D4
/ 2  ^  9 2  ^  9i ^  /1
D2,D4
f 2 ^  9 2  ^  9l ^  /1
D2,D4
/ 2  ^  9 2  ^  9i ~  / 1
D2,D4
9 2  ^  / 2  9i ^  f l
D2,D4
9 2  ^  / 2  ^  9 1  ^  /1
Si(g 2 )
92 ^  / 2  ~  9i ^  /1
D2,D4
/ 2  ^  9 2  ^  f\ ■< 9\
Qiifc)
/ 2  ff2 ^  / 1  3 1
/2  ^  /1 ; S'! ~  9 2
B2
/2 ^ /1 -< S'! ~  92
Q i(f2 )
/ 2  ^  f i  ^  9i ^  92
C2
9 i ~  9 2  ■< / 2  ■< / 1
Q i(f 2 )
J, K J2 »  / 2  -! / 1
B2
¡ 2 < 9 \ ~  9 2  <  /1
f i  ~  / 2  ] 9i ^  92
B3
f l ~  ¡2  -< 9 l ■< 92
8 4 (5 1 )
/1 ~  /2 ~  S'! 9 2
C3
S'! 5^2 ^  /1 ~  /2
8 4 (5 1 )
9i ^  9 2 ^  f i ~  /2
A3
5-1 ^  /1 ~  /2  -< 92
f i ~  / 2  ; 9 2  ■< 9\
B4
/ 2 ^ 9 2  ^  9i
8 4 (g2 )
/1 ~  /2  ~  5'2 -< S'!
C4
9 2 ^ 9 1  <  h ~  / 2
8 4 (5 2 )
92 -< 9 i ~  f l  ^  / 2
D4
5'2 ^ /1 ~  /2  ^ 5^ 1
/1 ~  / 2  ; ifi ~  92 fl ~  f2  ^  gl ~  g2 fl «  f2  «  gi «  g2 gl ~  g2  -< fl ~  f2
In order to eliminate many of the cases in above we wrote, for instance, 
S4 (gi) over fi ^ /2 ~  9i ^ 92- By this, we mean that for the case /1 ^ /2 ~  
gi -< Q2 the property Sj(gi) is not common on both sides of the isomorphism.
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Because, firstly L/{a,oo)  spaces always have the property S 4 {g). Indeed; 
otherwise for p < q <<  r, M > 1 and for some subsequence of indices,
9 ~^  f{qo,k) >  M  g~  ^ f{{r -  l)ajt)
JL \  i ( ( r - l )a k )
M  5 ~> /(go*)
But the right hand side is at least 1. Since M > I, this is a contradiction. 
Secondly, the space Lg^ {b, 0) does not have the property 5" (^ 1^) since gi -< g2. 
So on the left side of the isomorphism the property is common, but
on the right side it is not so. But if we have an isomorphism, then it must 
preserve such structural properties. Hence we eliminate this case.
We have 3 possible cases after all eliminations:
4.5.1 /1  «  /2  ^ ill ~  92
Take IT3 = r ( U (— t/p n kUr) ) n tUr,
\k>0 ^3\ )
U ( — T(14,JnA:T(V;j)nir(KJ) where = exp M^rf' log
\A:>0 ‘^ 91 )
in (4 .1). Then we see that
> |{  ^ : ^ 9. C - ^ )  <  ^ ,  ^  <  t, ^  >  r}| :=  |/:|,
-i,q
Q4 (^ 1
1^2 <  l{i : ^  < 2ci, ^  > ¿11 := u
------------------------------- V ------------------------------- "
Qr(5i)
Lf{a,oo) spaces do not have the property (g). So we take i = 2  ^ in 
/1, /2. Then we get that
A > |/i| > Mb (qgi\\nt) , (9+ 1)^ 1“ (^Inr)) , 
fh < \h\ < Ml (|(9i + I)g2 \\n2ct), qi 52"^(ln ,
and hence
Mb [qg^\\nt), (9 + l)^f'(lnr)) < Ml (^7, + l)^ 2” ’ (ln2ct), <7, ir2"’ (ln ^ ) ^ 4 .3)
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since <  ^2-
On the other hand, for
W г = T  i r( U n kT~\U r)) U t T -\U r )  I ,
Vp, OkVr,)UtVr,
in (4.2) where (ff-i =  exp f i  -h f i^  log, we obtain
^ >  |{, : £m±1  <  <  r, >  ¡}| :Ci,r
Ci^ p =  m ,
—2 i^,5i
0 < \ { i ,  ^  <  2 C T .  ^  >  i : } h
Z,P1 dt,gj—2 »^,91 dr»>91
=  |/|·
5/(/,)
Since X3j ( 6, 0), Lg^[b,Q) do not have 5'i’ (/i), we take i 2k in I ,  I  and 
obtain
/? >  |/| >  M ,
^ <  |/| <  Ma
fi (Inr) / i  (Int)\
s ’ r -  1 y ’
/2~^(In2cr) /2~^(ln^)\
-  1 ’ r, r
and hence
^  / /r^ ln ^ )  / r ^ ( In p  ^ <  Ma ^/2"^(ln2cr) /2~^ln^)'
’ r -  1 Si -  1 n
(4.4)
(4.3), (4.4) with their symmetrical inequalities we therefore get
As a result we get a,· x  f i   ^ / 2(a,+fci) and 6^  x  T^j * ^2 ( i^+Jt2 ) some 
fci ¿2  € Z by (2.3).
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4.6 Lf^{a, 1) X Lg^{h,0) ~ 1) x ^^ ¡7,(^ 0)
4 . 6 . 1  / i  «  / 2  -< i/i «  92
Consider VV3 =  r  ( M (^TTTt/p n yfct/,) I n tUr,
\k>0 9^1 W  /
=  r ^ U ( - ^ r ( l / p , ) n № ( K , ) ) j  n tT(K,), whereW3
exp gi M  gi^ log. Substituting them into (4.1) we get
A  > K · :  ¥>,.(— ) < — . — < i .  — > r ) |  :
^91
Ci^ p Ci^ q =  Uil,
<?4 (5 1 )
A  <  l{. . ^  <  2rf. ^ > ¿ 1 1 :
"------------------------------- V -------------------------------"
Qr(i?i)
=  I/2 I.
Since L f ( a , l )  spaces do not have the property Q4 (g) we take i =  2^ in 
/ 1 , /2 and obtain
A  >  |A| > Mb [qgi^{\nt) , (9 +  (In r ) j ,
/?2 <  I/2I <  Ml ( ( 9 1  +  1) 92" ^ ln 2 c i) , 9i 9 ^(In ,
and hence
Mb (9  9 i"^(lnt), (9 +  l ) 9 i“ ^(lnr)) <  Mi ( ( 9 1  +  1 ) ^2'^On 2 c i) , 91 (In ^  
since Pi <  P2 ·
On the other hand, for Wi =  V |^ r (^ -^ T - '( /7 p )  D kT~\Ur)) U t T ~ \U r )j  , 
1^ 1 =  r  ( r (  ( J  -T^TTxK), n kVr,) U tv;, ) with 9?/, =  exp / 1  ^ / 1“  ^ log in (4.2)
fc>0 ¥’h(k)
we get
 ^> |{i : fi!±l < fhi < r. > (}l := Ul,
Cj\p »^i9 »^|9
54+(/1)
^ <  l{i : <  f f A ^ h  ^  <  2cr, ^  >  1 ) 1  :=  |/|.
^4,Pi <^i,qi-2 di,qi i^,qi 2*'
StUl)
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Since Lg{a,Q) spaces do not have the property S ^ {f)  we take i =  2 k — I 
in /, / and see that
/ 1  (Inr)
1 - i  ’ 1 - - 45 r—1
1 / ’
and hence i <  M ,
/2 ^ln2cr) /2 ^(In^)
1 - i  ’ 1 -  ,s r —1
1  I — I 1 _  1  ’  1 _ _ L
\  ^ 51-1  ^ n
since ¡3 <  ^.
Therefore, similarly as before we obtain
Ma «
As a result we get x  / 1   ^ / 2(a,+fcJ and 6^  x  g·^   ^ g2{hj+k2 ) for some 
A;i, A:2 6 Z  by (2.3).
4 . 7  L/j(a, - 1 )  X Lg^{h, 1) ~  L f , ( a ,  - 1 )  x  Lg^( 6 ,1)
4 . 7 . 1  /1 «  /2 ^  ~  92
By taking =  exp / 1  M  /j  ^ log in (4.1) we get
H/ll,
Ci,p C,·., a , g
02"(/l)
\ - ^г.a^ -4-1
1^,91+1
/32 <  |{.·: W . ( y ^ )  <  ^  . ^  <  2d  , ^  >  ¿ ) |  : I/2I.
dt,sj  ^ T 
h^<n
Q2 U1)
Since Lg{a^ 1) spaces do not have the property Q2 (/) we take e =  2A: — 1 in 
/ 1 , /2 and see that
A  >  |/i| >  M ,
^2 ^  II2 I ^  -^o
/ 1  (InQ / 1  (Inr)
1 +  - ’ 1 +  ^
' / ¿ O n 2cO / 2~ninj^)  ^
1 + 1 > />9 1+ 1
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91
hence M A  <  m J
i +  '  ’ I +  fFT
since /?i <  ^2 ·
We can do the same thing for =  exp /2  M  / 2“ ' log.
1 +  ^  ' l +  ±
71+1 qi
On the other hand, by taking <fg^  =  exp gi ^  gi^ log in (4.2), we get 
^ >  |{i : £ « ± 1  <  £hi <  r ,  £hl >  i}| : |/|,
h^q
St(3i)
<  |{i :
• . ^  _ /^¿,ri+l\ ^h$i ^  r>_ i^,T\ * ^
d,
< ^ 7 i ( l ^ ) i  l ^ < 2 c r ,  - ^ > - } |  :|/|.
hP
< j  /7 di,q, 2c'
stig )^
Since L f { a , —l) spaces do not have the property 3 4 (g), we take i =  2 k in 
I , /, and see that
/ 3 > \ I \ >  Mi
9 i (Inr) g^  (Ini)
- ’ 1 - - ^ /  s r —1 
^ <  |/| <  Mi
V2 (ln2cr) g2 (In^) 
1 - - L .  ’ i _ i5i—1 rj >
andhence , ^ )  <  M; ( ? f ^  .
V " i  ^ r-1 / V ij-l ri /
since ^
We can do the same thing for =  exp ^2 ' l°g·
Therefore, by symmetry we have
’ Mb ^^,7^  Mb)·
As a result we get Oi x  /f^ / 2(0 *,) and bj x  g2 (bj+k2 ) for some 
¿ 1 , ¿ 2 € Z b y  (2.3).
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4.8 Lf^(a, -1) X L^ j(6, oo ) ~ Lf^(a, -1) x  Lg^{b,oo)
4.8.1 f\ ^  ¡2 <  9\ ^  92
Consider (4.1), and take (f =  ipj^  =  exp /i M  /f^ log. Then we get





A  <  l { i : >f,A4 ^ )  <  ^  <  2d . ^  >  f  }| :=  |/,|.
%9l+l
Qii/i)
Since Lg{a, oo) spaces do not have the property Q2 (/), we take i =  2 k —I 
in / 1 , /2 and see that
/ r ^ ln r )
A  >  |/i| >  Ma
02 ^  \h\ ^  .^o
1 + 7  ’ 1 + r f l
7 £ > 2 c i )  / 2- n in ^ ) '
1 + - 1 > 1 +  i9 1+ 1
and hence 
since 0 1 <  0 2 .
M.  |7 r'(lni) /.-■(In’·) ) ^ / , - ' ( ! " £ )
‘ + ?  ’ ‘ + r i r 1 +  -TT ’ 1 +  -9 1+ 1  ' q





<^ i,qi- 2  i^,qi
/? <  I(i . ^  <  2cr, ; ^  >  1 ) 1  :=  |/|. (4.5)
5i+(9i)
Since L f{a ,  —1) spaces do not have the property S i{g ) ,  we take i =  2A: —1 
in /, /, and see that
'^ f ’ (lnr) ^ f '( ln r ) \
0 > \ I \ >  Mk 
0  <  \i\ <  Ml
s r — \ j
ff2~Hln2cr) ff^yin Y0j '
5l -  1 ’ ri
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and hence M, f  <  Af. I g^-'Qnj;)
’ r -  1 ^ ^ 1- 1  ’ r\
since (i <  $ .
Therefore, by symmetry we have
Ma ^  M ,-/r /2(5) ’
As a result we get a,· x  / 1   ^ / 2(0 ,·+ ,^) and bj x   ^ g2 {bj+k2 ) for some 
ki, ¿2 e Z  by (2.3).
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Chapter 5
Case of tensor product
In this chapter, we tried to get the sufficient condition for the isomorphism 
Lf{a,oo)§)Efoo{b) — Lf{a,oo)§iEfoo(b) by a method similar to the method 
in [7]. In [7] they showed that Eoo{a)®Efoo{b) Eoo{a)§>Efoo(b) if and only 
if a and a, b and b are identical in lacunarity respectively. Here, we tried to 
extend this result, but could obtain only sufficiency.
We shall use the following characteristic of lacunarity:
1 if M a(i,r ) >  0
na{t,r) =
0 otherwise
for a given sequence a =  (a,·), a,· >  1.
For an arbitrary sequences a =  (a,·) and b =  (bi), we say a and b have the 
same lacunarities or are identical in lacunarity, if
na{t,T) < nb{Ct,^), ni{t,T) < na{Ct,^), 1 < T < t <  OO
or, respectively,
ma{t) < m.b{Ct), mb(t) < ma{Ct),  t < 1  
for a constant C  > 0 .
We shall use the following characteristics
^(Wi,W2,W3 ,W,) := ;d(r(Wi U W2, W3 n W,)
/?(Wi,W2,W3) :=  0{Wx,W2,W3,W2)
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for a given quadruple of absolutely convex sets 1^ ,, i =  1, 2 , 3 , 4 . It is an 
immediate consequence of the definition that if W\ C K , 14^ 2 C 14 , V3 C 
W3, V4CW4,  then
H V u  V2 , Vi, V4) <  P{W,, IV2 , Ws, W4).
Consider now X  =  Lj{a,oo)®E/oo{b), y =  Lf{d,oo)®E/oo{b) where /  is 
rapidly increasing. Let aV) =  b^ ‘'^  =  be the weighted sequences
corresponding to sets and Br„,s„ where
Ap,g =  { x e X :  < 1 }
B p , g = ^ { x e X :  < 1 }
aV) ^ J(p.ai) -  q,bj  ^ 6 N', 1/ =  1,2,3 , 4 , 5 ,6 ,7 ,
6 ^  =  e / M f c )  -  , {k, 1) e  i/ =  1 ,2 ,3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 ,8.
Proposition 5.1 Let =  (a,p)jg/, p =  1,2,3,4. Then
(i) ^ {B\a^^)),B^{aV)\B\aV)\B\a^'^^)) >  { f : —  <  1, —  <  1}
0,2 Oil
(ii) !3 {B^{a(^^),B\a(‘^ ^),B\aV))^B\a^^))) <  { f : —  <  2, —  <  2}
0,2 0,1
So, for
ITi =  u e M p „„).
W, =  W, =  A ^ „ ,„
 ^ VC2C7 C7
^  B n  , S 5  )
C4
VS =  n (cee 's ..,..) ,
V4 C4 «4
we define
'^) · =  ^ ( ^ 1 )  4V3 , W 4), P  — ( p i ,9 i ;  · · · ; P 7 , 9 7 ),
P{V\,V2 ,Vz,V4), R  =  {r\,S\:  . . . ; r 8 , 5 s)
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and we see that
a ^ \u: . /(Pi^«') + /(Pea.)  ^ /-9i + 9 6  mP p (i,r) >  | { (г ,;) : ---------- -^------------ /(p^a.) -  (— -^------ <  0,
---------- -^------------ / ( P 4 0 .) - ( — -^------ q4)bj > 0 ,
/(PeOi) -  f(p4ai) -  (94 -  96)6j < t, 
fiPrai) -  f{p4ai) + (94 -  q7)bj > r}|,
i^R{t,T) <  |{(fc, /) :  ^ ^   ^ -  /(rsCfc) -  (  ^ ^   ^ -  ss)6/ <  In C4-y/ciC6,
/ (  3 fc) +  / (  8 fc) _  _  5^)5, >  - I n C 4v/C2C7,
/(Pedfc) -  /(rsfl/fe) + (55 -  5e) < t + lnc4Ce,
/(Psdfc) -  /(/lOfe) +  (34 -  Ss) >  -r -  lnC2C7}|.
Hence, for pe <  K  <  pr, 
f{p\ai)  +  /(Peo.) r/  \ ^ \ ^  / ( P 2 0 i)  +  / ( P r a .)  ,
-  / ( P 4 a .)  <  J\.Kai) < ------------- ------------------/ (P 4 a .·) ,
/(Peo.) -  /(P4a.) <  f{l<ai)  <  /(P70.·),
-  9 7  „ /  „ 9i +  96 „ ^  9i _ .  ^  94 ^  P8
— 2----------  92) — 2---------------94 >  94 -  9 7  >  Y  >  y ,
2  -  Ss <  Sl. -  S4 > y ,  /(reoib) -  /(rsot) >  f i ’j i k ) ,
/(rsdfc) -  /(r40fc) <  /(Psdfc); Y  <  Y  <  55 -  56 <  5 5 , Y  <  54 -  58 <  5 4 , 
we see that
M t , r )  >  !№ ,;) :  7 < < + .
9i / ( f t o 0  +  ·^ 292
T < /(A -a O  +  6 , < - } | ,
94.
M ^ , t ) <  l{(^)0  : 7 ^  <  r« ---- - )  .. A  . T ^  >
45i /(^ a jt) +  6/’ /(7’8d )^ +  ft; 3^
firsak) + bi> 2 S4 ITIC2C7 M, f{-rak) + bi< (lnc4C6 + l)t}|.
Therefore, since 0p{t, r) <  /?R(i, r) we get the following ;
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P rop o sition  5.2  Let X  =  L j{a ,o o )®E l^ {b ) , V =  Lf{a,oo)§iEfoo(b) and 
T  : Y  X  be an isomorphism.Let r\ <  pi <  ... < Vs <  ps <  qs <  
sg <  ... < qi <  Si be a fixed set of indices. Let pe <  K  <  p7 and A  =  
m ax{2 s4 InC2C7 , 94 ln(c4Ce +  1 )}. Then, 3 A V e 3 e V i3 i  such that
|/| :=  : <^ <
b,
f { K a i)  +  b,
< £ ,  r  <  f{K a i)  +  bj <  i}|
bi b,
f { ^ ^ k )  +  bl f{f'sdk) +  bi
7- ^
r
firshk) +  b i > ~ ,  f ( ^ d k )  +  b i<  At}\ =: |/|.
Now what we actually want to prove is the following :
C la im : Let X  =  L f{a ,o o )®E i^ {b ) , Y  =  Lj{a,oo)®Etoo(b) and T  : 
Y  A  be an isomorphism. Then a and a are identical in lacunarity to b 
and b respectively.
However, in our attempt to prove this we encountered some tecnical prob­
lems and so, we consider the special case f{x )  =  e®.
Let us assume X  =  Lf{a,oo)®Etoo{b) ~  Lf{d,oo)®Etoo{b) =  Y  where 
f { x )  =  e^.
By the assumption and by the proposition (5.2), for pe <  K  <  
P7 , 3 A  Ve 3e V i 38 such that
|/| =  l{(> ·.;): 6  < e^“· 3- bj
<  e, T <  3- bj <  i}|
<  |{(^ ,0  : 8  <  . <  £,
e  ^ ^  bi +  bi
3- 6/ <  A i}| =  |/|.
This inequality shows us that |/| is approximately equal to the area be­
tween the curves bj =  ----- -
1 —  0
t — in a,· — bj plane.
J<a i ) bj 1 — £
. L   dLa, L· _■ \  bj =  T -  e ', bj =
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L _  ^ ^Ka,
So |/| >  m .  /'■ "((1 -
K K
Similarly, |/| is approximately equal to the area between the curves 6; =  
I  —a ~
- ^ e  4 *, i, =  h = ~ -  6, =  A( -  e 4 i„ 8  ^ -  6,
1 — 6 1 — £ A
plane.




Since we can obtain the symmetrical inequality by the same way, we
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therefore have that a and a are identical in lacunarity
In order to try to get this result for an arbitrary /  we met with a tecnical 
problem for the estimation of coordinates of bigger rectangle. For exam­
ple, to estimate the height of the rectangle we need to solve the equation
---- zf{fs^k) =  At — / ( —5/t) for Ofc which is not possible. But we belive
that by some approximation methods some points can be found very close to 
desired one approximately and then the same idea above can be followed.
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